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01. The Body is the church
Listen to the story, which this world wants to tell
And find out what is your truth
Everywhere you’re going, the way is plastered well
With an information to program your mind
Many forces out there, wants you to believe
That this and that is the right thing for you
I find it much important now, no matter what you receive
That you are the truth of your life
My body is the church, and I am the soul
Keep in mind, that Love is the origin and the goal
That the world still lies to you, has the reason that we learn
To find the entire truth inside ourselves
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Why should a women or a men, a starchild born on earth
Be defined by things you hear or you see
Be aware that out there in the time, are some they work with lies
That you never find out, someone owns your life
My child belongs to me, one day you will be dead
You have to work, and it always has been like this... - are lies
It takes a long time to achieve peace, Life is hard, you are separated
From God, are things they want you to believe, but… - these are lies
My body is the church, and I am the soul
Keep in mind, that Love is the origin and the goal

02. Dancing in time
Last week I was walking down the road
And I met an old friend of mine.
“Hello, how are you?” I asked him.
And he told me, “Oh, I am not so well these days.
I lost everything I had, I lost my wife, I lost my job,
I lost my house, and I even lost my dream
Do you remember the days?
When we were dreaming the space
To lose ourselves to fall in Love with Life
Do you still know about or dream?
To open up all the unseen
And travelling down in time on wings of Love
Yes, you knew it won’t be easy
In the density to be
But now remember – we are dancing in time
Can you still hear the melody?
That teaches us what all can be
Listening to this wonderful sound called Life
Are you still able to dance?
To move, to jump over the fence
Finding your way in the infinity of space
Yes you knew it won’t be easy………
Do you agree that you and me?
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Yes, that the things we see,
Are all a part and one within the Unity?
Are you aware of yourself, now?
And that the place, where you are
Exactly the place is, where you want to be
Yes you knew it won’t be easy………

04. Together but all on my own
After childhood I left home and roamed around on earth
I had no other hope, then finding my own way back to birth
Silver shining horizons were pulling me forward back home
There was no other way then going all along - along on my own
To meet you - the sun rises in the sky
To meet you – is saying to the past goodbye....
From here to there I was wandering around along on my way
I don't want to go on alone anymore, and as well I don't want to stay
Dancing a natural live in freedom and joy is my dream, you want to come
We follow the sun, to find out where the light - the light is coming from
To feel you – is coming home at night
To feel you – is dropping down the weight....
....come on now, we brighten the night
My desire for you I can't hold back, please be mine
I'm already yours and still on my own, let’s be together for a time
The Power I feel in between our Body and Soul
Is more the I understand, but I know -I know this Power is my Goal
To be with you – is placing the crown
To be with you – is being together on my own....
.... Together but all on my own
On our own way we're moving through the night
Being with you feels like reaching home
Together but all on my own......, …all on my own
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07. The key
The boundary stone at the way out there
On the journey of the life aiming at nowhere
Scares the small men, leaving his known land
Driven by beliefs he gained in the past
Competent moulted and pressed in a cast
Guided by wishes, he needs what he misses
Your beliefs and thinking are turning all around
What you reach out there, what will be found
When you're reaching there
You reach what you’re hoping
You hope what you are knowing
You get what you’re hoping
Following the river, with the aim to reach
If not at the source, then at least at the beach
Hopefully before dying, on what you are relying
Struggling hard to be someone
Trying to find out what you want to become
Instead of just being, you are what you're seeing
Your beliefs and thinking are turning all around......
Balancing and movement is the law in here
That’s why the free life truly reappears
Not only tomorrow, is there something you don’t know
Freedom of thinking without fear is vast
The eternal now includes future and past
Just the presence allays me; I think this is the key
Your beliefs and thinking are turning all around......
Just the presence saturates me; I think this is the key

08. Blood Hero’s
The Dream of the old heroes was to live in honour,
In honour and pain for their kingdom, for their kings, for their queens.
So they drowned the land in blood
And the blood stained land now calls loud
Please forgive me the pain, please forgive me the blood
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Please forgive me the guilt.
For these thousands of years, all this blood in the earth is crying for freedom
And there will be freedom in the glow of the sun
The Sunlight will glow through the night
And all the pain will be forgotten and forgiven, to see the new pure land.
The new pure land, which is able to breathe deeply
And to live without sorrow on this earth, o enjoy the youth
To enjoy the life without knowledge of being old or weak.
And Love is the guidance.

09. Carried by the Wind
I am carried by the wind
I know where we’re going…..
Yes on thing for sure I know
That’s the right way, where we go
I am at home where I am
I feel as much joy, as I can
Let’s dance tonight
On the rising Light
Yes, you and me
We are always free

11. Hero of the night
I like the thought that out there in space
The sun shines even during the night
This shows me clear that if I dive deeper
There’s always more the obvious view
If you believe that good is good and bad is bad
I suggest you to consider the idea
We incarnate on earth to stay in boundless Love
Day and night, with enemy and friend
You come from the stars to bring the light down here
You are the hero of the night
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Out of being we dive deep into the matter
And forget about, who we really are
We forget about the dimensions, which we travelled through
And about our power to create
With our imagination we define the world
It’s you the one that decides
Use your sword wisely; let your heard be the guide
Freedom only exists inside
The world is your mirror, an illusion you’re living in
The hero’s task is to wake up from his dream
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